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The Deadly Spawn (Blu-Ray) 

Director: Douglas McKeown 

Writers: Ted A. Bohus (story), John Dods (story)

Stars: Charles George Hildebrandt, Tom

(From imdb.com)

What they say: Two campers in the New Jersey

outdoor fun interrupted by the arrival of a meteorite crashing

go to investigate the crater, but are suddenly attacked and

alien parasites who have hitched a ride to Earth. After finishing

campers, the hungry space monsters head for a nearby town, where they

make their domain in the basement of an old house and soon begin polishing off

another. Four young teenagers, plus one pre-teen boy, try to find a way to stop the angry space monsters before 

they reproduce and literally eat humanity.

What I say: I have a deep and misunderstood love for The Deadly Spawn. I love the effects, the silly sci

storyline, and really I dig the whole package. Who could help but love a movie about toothy creatures with 

multiple heads living in a basement and eating people? Not me, that’s for sure. 

As enjoyable as the film is, this Blu-Ray does not offer the best this movie could have seen. The film is overly

DNRed with a lot of detail wiped away. Honestly, the transfer looks like crap, the Synapse DVD from a few years 

ago was superior. As for the sound? Tinny and hollow. Man, was I disappointed.
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Film: 8/10 

Blu-Ray: 6/10

Hell on Earth (DVD) 

Actors: Brett Fallon, Mary Corrine Miller, Peter Stickles

What they say: Seventeen year old Bobby, walks with the help of metal 

leg braces and lives with his nasty parent

plays with “imaginary friends” provided 

“Apocryphal Book of Tarkuhm” provided by his

crazy Aunt Sadie. What he does not know is that the

are only biding their time until the planets are aligned and

him to read the passage freeing their master from the 

universe.

What I say: It’s bloody, it’s gory, it’s a creature fest. Its sill as can be but it’s worth a watch as it

rental.

Film: 7/10 

DVD: 7/10

Haunted Changi (DVD) 

Director: Andrew Lau 

Stars: Farid Azlam, Sheena Chung and Audi Khalis

(From imdb.com)

What they say: In January of 2010, a group of local filmmakers began

exploring the famously haunted Old Changi Hospital in Singapore with 

terrifying and tragic results. This movie pieces together the original 

Haunted Changi film crew’s footage to tell the full story.
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What I say: In this witty film from Singapore a group of filmmakers explores a haunted

found footage film, but this one uses skill and a good dollup of creepiness to make this quite an effective film. 

Performances are excellent, it truly feels like you are watching real footage of real people.

Film: 9/10 

DVD: 8/10 

Recommended!
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